Form an emergency corridor as soon as traffic ceases to progress and congestion is imminent on motorways or dual carriageways and highways regardless of whether emergency vehicles are already in the vicinity or not. Steer your vehicle as far as possible to the roadside and align it parallel to the emergency corridor. In doing so, maintain a sufficient safe distance to the car in front.

**ON TWO LANES:**

On dual-lane motorways and dual carriageways and highways drive as far to the left as possible when in the left-hand lane. When in the right-hand lane drive as far to the right as possible – use the hard shoulder in this process. This applies both for cars and for motorcycles, lorries and buses.

**ON MORE LANES:**

The same system applies for three or multi-lane motorways. All vehicles in the far left lane should drive as far as possible to the left-hand road side; all other lanes should drive as far as possible to the right-hand road side. The vehicles in the far right lane should also use the hard shoulder in this process.